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But what an incredible season!!._
By Dave Ratcliffe
Anchor Sports Editor
and Barbara Slonina
Anchor Sports Writer

astounding and, under the fine
guidance of Coach Dave Possinger,
they give their fans exciting "edgeof-your-seat" basketball every
The 1978-79basketball season at time they hit the court. The team in
Rhode Island College came to an question, is of course, our own
abrupt end on Thursday night. A RIC Anchormen.
After a tough loss. to Bryant
tough Framingham State team
defeated the Anchormen in the College, along with the loss of
first game of the. NCAA Regional center Ken Kazlauskas for the
Tournament at Clark University season, the Anchormen finished
by a score of 89-80.Larry Harmon their regular season undefeated
sank the final basket of the season against Division III opponents.
Playing in their first game with
as time expired on RI C's hope for a
Larry Harmon at center
RIC
national championship.
What can you say about what this defeated a good Eastern Conbasketball team has done all year? necticut State team at Connecticut.
Their individual abilities are The Anchormen remained un°

RICEE: Promoti~g
"Economic Education For All"

defeated even thougn they were
experiencing
a mild slump.
Against Boston State, they went
into overtime and finally pulled it
out, 71-64. In their next game vs.
Barrington
College, the Anchormen also went into overtime
before gaining the four-point
victory. In between these two
tough overtime victories was an
easy 18 point victory over Keene
State of New Hampshire.
Eric Fuller took control of the
game with S.M.U. He was the high
scorer with 27 points as the Anchormen continued to impress
their fans with its basketball
finesse.
RIC shook up the

streak and brought RIC's record
down to 20-5.As the season ended
RIC was preparing to play a very
good Lyndon State College team in
Vermont.

The game against Lyndon State
could have gone either way. With
six minutes left, the game was
knotted at 61. A quick couple of
hoops by Larry Harmon put RIC on
its way to an eleven point victory.
With_ the loss to Framingham
State, the Anchormen closed out
their most successful season in
Quinnipiac proved too much for history. With most of the team
RIC as they snapped the An- returning, next year should prove
chormen's seven game winning to be as successful as this one.

Gold ~ey Constitution Disputed
follows: "Membership
in all
institution-related
organizations
shall be open to all members of the
Several complications
have
arisen regarding the fact that the R.I.C. community who are willing
to subscribe to the stated aims of
Gold Key Society has requested
that organization."
budget funding from Student
The Gold Key constitution, on the
Parliament
for the 1979-1980
other hand, fails to take notice of
academic
year.
Apparently
this fact. According to the Gold
Parliament
feels
that
the
constitution of the Gold Key Key constitution, students are
Society comes into direct conflict eligible for membership providing
that they maintain a cumulative
with the Student Bill of Rights.
Gold Key, which has been in index of 2.00 at the time of
selection.
existence for eight years, performs
John
MacDonald,
Tour
such functions as guiding campus
Coordinator for the Gold Key
tours for new students and serving
believes
that, his
as ushers for the January and May Society,
organization's constitution is valid.
commencements.
For a student organization to be MacDonald said, "As Gold Key we
funded by Parliament it must first are to serve as the official hosts of
meet several requirements. One of the college." He then went on to
these requirements,
which is say, "Students who are unable to
stated in article III, section II of attain a cumulative index of 2.00
the Student Bill of Rights reads as are, in my mind, unfit to serve as
By Ray D'Antuono
Anchor Staff Writer

he feels that teacher referrals to
RIC, as a result of RICEE's
presentations, have been steadily
By Greg Markley
increasing. John Foley, head of
Anchor Co-Executive Editor
The R.I. Council on Economic College Advancement and Support,
Education has its headquarters at says there is no way of gauging the
RIC - in the Center for Economic exact influence of RICEE's role in
Education located on the second promoting RIC, but believes that
floor of Alger Hall. The Center has the role is not unsubstantial.
a collection of economic education •Lundberg says the RICEE gets
pamphlets and materials available "100 percent support" from the
Foley agrees,
for use by the general public. Dr. administration.
Kenneth Lundberg, Vice Chairman saying that RICEE "has the
of the Council, noted that the complete and full support of the
Center is used often by graduate administration.''
The main problem for the Center
students and teachers, but is
seldom
utilized
by
RIC at present is "staff time net
money," contends Lundberg. He
undergraduates.
Dr. John Sapinsley, Executive fears, however, that money
Director of RICEE, is paid a full problems could arise in the future.
salary as Associate Professor of During a time of budget austerity
Economics, but is allowed to sJ_>endthe Center, which caters primarily
one-fourth of his time fulfilling to the off-campus community,
Center duties. Professor Kenneth would likely be vulnerable to
Lundberg and Associate Professor retrenchment, because its priority
Peter Moore, the Economics and would not be the topmost. John
Foley says that the off-campus
Management
Department
Chairman, are paid for teaching orientation of the RICEE and the
Center sponsored courses as if they Center may ironically be beneficial
were RIC courses. Lola Gamba in a time of a budgetary squeeze.
Administrative Assistant for th~ "The Center is an agency that
By Lori-Ann D' Antonio
Cent'er, is paid for her Center work provides an essential and very
Anchor Staff Writer
important
service
to
the
school
and
through a grant. Mrs. Agnes
the
community",
Foley
states.
Johnson, the part-time
Staff
On February 26, the latest of
Assistant for the .Council, is also Given the RICEE's role as a public three hearings in the case of
paid through a grant. Dr. Judith relations asset for RIC, he says, it Carolyn Lenz v. Rhode Island
Brenneke is the full-time Center would be-given a Jop priority, since College was convened at the R.I.
is
a chief
Director. Classified as Assistant image-building
of
the
Sweet Human Rights Commission. As the
Professor in the Department of objective
last two were, it was continued
Economics .and Management, she administration.
until a later date. The reason for
Executive Director Sapinsley
spends half the time teaching inthe continuance,
which was
feels
the
future
bodes
well,
if
"we
service graduate
courses in
petitioned for by the lawyers for
(
at
the
RICEE>
don't
become
Economic Education, and the rest
complacent." Lundberg, who has both parties, was that there is a
of the time
administering
been involved with the Council possibility that the College and
operations of the Center.
Lenz may be able to settle the
The use of the Council's high since it was started a decade ago, matter outside the hearing room.
feels the need for the RICEE and
school programs as a recruitment
The details of the proposed
vehicle
for
RIC
is
not the Center remains strong. "The settlement are unavailable to the
challenges
are
greater
than
they
underestimated, Sapinsley asserts.
press at the present time.
Though he admits the RICEE bas ever were, so the opportunities are
Lenz's complaint stems from the
not used it "as well as we might~, greater", he remarked.
fact that she was employed as a
member of the English department
from 1965 to 1975, and did not
receive a single Outstanding
Performance Increment during
that time. Dr. John Salesses,
Chairman
of the
English
department, cites that in the period
from 1971-76,Lenz received two
promotions ( from 1-nstructor to
Assistant Professor and from
Assistant Professor to Associate
Professor) and also gained tenure.
In response to this, Lenz observed
that male members of her
PART2

University of New Haven's offense
on their next time out by slowing
the game down. The Chargers had
been averaging 109 points per
game and RIC took them apart by
a score of 52-39.
Central Connecticut, another
Division II opponent, was RIC's
next victim. The Anchormen
continued their dominance of
Division II by taking a nine-point
victory on Connecticut's home
court. Eric Fuller, the senior star,
led the team with 16 points.

adequate hosts of the college."
MacDonald views the situation
simply as a difference
of
interpretation (of the Student Bill
of Rights), MacDonald said that it
is stated in the Student Bill of
Rights that the student has an
obligation to maintain a minimum
of a "C" average.
Gold Key, which is classified by
Student Parliament as a college
service rather than a student
service, is presently funded by the
college administration. However,
the administration has indicated
that it may no longer be able to
fund the Gold Key Society.
MacDonald has approached Mike
Marran,
Student Parliament
Treasurer, and informed him that
Gold
Key
would
need
approximately $2,300for operating
<Continued on Page 2)

Sex Discrimination at RIC?
Final Part: The Carolyn Lenz Case

MARIJUANA:

A Thriving Industry
See Page 10

department received promotions addition; she also has a book "inpress" at the University of Illinois
and tenure and OPIS.
Lenz received her Ph.B in 1948 Press, entitled The Women's Part:
Criticism
of
from the University of Chicago, Feminist
her
M.A. from
Columbia Shakespeare; AN ANTHOLOGY,
University in 1950, and her Ph.D. co-edited _withCarol T. Neely and
from Brown University in 1973.She Gayle J. Greene. She also served
began teaching in Connecticut in on three committees dealing with
1950, and taught a variety of criticism of Shakespeare in 1977
subjects including Math and and 1978.
Lenz is a member of the R.I.
History as well as English until
coming to RIC in· 1965. She also Affiliate of the American Civil
taught in the Public School Liberties Union, served on the
systems of New Haven, Swansea, . Governor' Advisory Commission
( subcommittees
on rape and
Cr!nston and Providence.
and
founded
Since Lenz was hired at RIC, she education)
has taught a variety of English Providence's Alternate Learning
courses, ranging from English 010 Project, an alternate high school
( Remedial Grammar) to Senior which is part of the Providence
General Studies seminars. She has School system.
In a statement released to The
also served on a number of RIC
committees,
including
the Anchor last week, Lenz said, "My
Academic Standing Committee, complaint is based on my belief
The Undergraduate Curriculum that discrimination caused my
works of fundamental scholarship
Committee
( departmental
to be ignored when I was denied an
committee) and the RIC-AFT
OPI in 1976 and earlier. For
Grievance Committee.
Articles that Lenz has published example, in 1975 I published an
include "A Recently Found article on Martin Luther in t~e
international
Ms(manuscript) Version of Martin most important
of
Reformation
Luther's Last Prayer", Archiv fur journal
Reformationsgeschichte, 66 (1975), scholarship. I had discovered a
manuscript
and "Drama in the Classroom," sixteenth-century
College
Composition
and description of Luther's death
<Continued on Page 5)
Communication,
27 (1976). In
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<Continued on Page 5)
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27 (1976). In

Dorm Students DO Care
To the Editor:
On behalf of resident students, I am replying to your February 26
editorial, "Who the Hell Cares?" Within the last paragraph is the
statement, ''Dorm students should get out and support their teams."
There is solid evidence that residence hall students are the major
supporters of athletic, cultural, educational and social campus activities,
in addition to four-hall and individual hall programs. Resident students
are a minority population at Rhode Island College, but contribute heavily
in support, initiation, promotion, and production of campus activities.
Specifically, at each home basketball game this season, with the
exception of the Bryant game, resident students have comprised 50 per
cent or more of the attendance. Resident students have attended away
games at Boston State, Eastern Connecticut, Bryant and Central Connecticut. Not bad for a 10per cent segment of the total college population.
Instead of asking, "who the hell cares?", I ask, where the hell is the
rest of the college community?
Dave Milley
Director, Thorp Hall
To the Editor:
. T~e Anchor Editorial Board has not been doing their homework. The
editorial of February 26 entitled "Who the Hell Cares" was a good
exam pl~ of this fact. If any of the board had attended the home basketball
game this year they would have realized that of those attending the game
at least_60 per cent of them were resident students. And the resident
population also atten~~ at least five of the away games. The question
that _shouldbe asked is 1 where the hell is the rest of the college community"!
Sincerely,
Jay Kelly
Willard Hall Resident

Challenge of Free Speech
To the Editor:
Two hundred years ago the idea of freedom of speech was
revolutionary, and a challenge to most of the world's societies. Today this
is still the case - not surprisingly - because ideas are one of the most
powerful weapons that man has. The most impressive support I can give
to this argument at the moment is the recent overthrow of the Shah of
Iran's government based on ideas put forward by a religious leader and
supported by a people.
For some reason, we in the U.S.A. have forgotten the power of the
word. Yet we know that ideas expressed in speech or writing can
establish close relationships, cause hatred, create support, emotionally
damage. When the power of speech is forgotten it does not cease to be
effective:-- we just do not realize that we are being influenced.
See~ m these terms, Freedom of Speech will always be a challenge to
any s_ociety._
What was and is revolutionary in this concept is that by
allo~mg ~11i~ea_sto ~e ~xpresse~ we are ~tat4!g_that,~l men are capable
of usmg discnmmation m acceptmg or reJectint ideas presented to them.
The fact that attendants at the Leblovic lecture reacted negatively to
what was being said is not to their discredit, as Mr. Sousa would like to
have us believe, but to their credit. Only when people are able to judge
and evaluate ideas can Freedom of Speech be worthwhile.
Joanne M. Berman

Special Thanks
To the Editor:
I wish to take this opportunity to thank each and everyone on the
women's basketball team for all the kindness they have shown to me
during this past season.
As their announcer, I had the privilege to meet each and every
member of this fine team. My special thanks to coach Linda Paolozzi,
assistant coach Paulette Haset and the managers Ann Marie Piccerelli
and Ellen McCarthy. Bud Focht, a graduate assistant, had built a special
chair for me to sit in while announcing the game, since I was unable to use
my wheelchair due to ~afety regulations. But set up and removed this
special chair at each and every home game.
The last game of the season was played on Saturday, Feb. 24, 1979and
what a special surprise for me! When the committee of the 1978-79
Women's Varsity Basketball team thanked all the members that have
helped to make the team to be successful a·nd presented them with carnations, they presented me and my parents with carnations also,
thanking me for being their announcer and my parents for being faithful
fans. Besides, I received a gift that I will always cherish. It is a figure of a
monkey holding a basketball in one hand and a flag in the other hand with
a "Thank You" sign on it. I have placed this treasured gift on the front
shelf of my bookcase where it is always in view; it will be an everlasting
memory for the joy and pleasure I have had serving such a great team.
My parents also enjoyed the games so very much.
I wish to thank Gina the trainer - she provided me with a pillow at
every game to make my seat comfortable. I also wish to thank Lee Ann
Butler, who aft~r leading the team to victory one night, helped us when
our car broke down outside the campus. My thanks to Karen Abood who
was most helpful by informing me of the correct time of the make up
game. And last but not least I wish to thank Miss Gail Davis, our Athletic
Director, for giving me the job.
Respectfully,
Russell Chernick
Class of 81

MSW Story Criticized
To the Editor:
I am writing to make several factual corrections in the article on the
MSWProgram which appeared in the2-12 issue of the Anchor.
The Feasibility Study done in 1969-70was a "master plan" for Social
Work education in Rhode Island. As such, it recommended that RIC offer
the undergraduate degree in Social Work and that URI develop the MSW
program.
In 1975,under the leadership of past President Willard, an update of
the Feasibility Study was done. Dr. Annette Ducey, Associate Dean of
Arts & Sciences chaired an interdisciplinary Task Force which proposed
that the MSWprogram be located at RIC. Under her direction the initial
proposal was approved by the Regents in 1976with the directive to return
the following year with the complete plan for the program. Regent's
<Continued on Page 3)
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Della Selva Loses Appeal
statement saying, "He is not a
member of the class of 1982. He
must have between 15-29credits in
Anthony Della Selva (see The order to qualify."
Anchor Feb. 26) made his appeal
Since the beginning of the school
last Wednesday night to Student year, Election announcements
Parliament. The reactions in the were run in the Anchor. All of them
room were mixed. Della Selva said, "Freshmen Class Elections."
presented his case, saying, "I feel
Not until one month ago, when
the decision of the Elections
the Constitution for the Class of
Committee should be reversed by 1982was passed, had the class ever
Student Parliament."
officially been referred to as the
He said, "At the present time I "Class of 1982"and in that period
am a member of the Class of 1982. of one month no attempt was made
Furthermore, the elections of the to make the Freshman Class
Class of 1982should have been held aware of their constitution or the
early in the fall of 1978." If they "official" name of the class.
had been held at that time, as
Della Selva in undoubtedly a
stated in last week's Anchor, Della freshman, but is also a member of
Selva would have been eligible for the Class of 1983.
the presidency. He said, "I do not
It was also pointed out by Bob
see why I should be denied the Geremia, a Parliament member,
opportunity to be of service to my that according to the Constitution,
fellow classmates
as Class Della Selva would have to resign if
President - if only for a few given the Presidency. The heated
months - because this election discussion ended with a roll call
was not held at the appropriate vote. Thirteen members were in
time."
favor of accepting the Election
In a letter from the Executive Commissions results, no one
Council to Parliament it was opposed, and nine abstentions.
clarified that the vital distinction
to be made is that this was not a
After the motion was passed,
freshman class election - it was Dixon McCool,Parliament Advisor
an election of the Class of 1982,of recommended to the Parliament
which Della Selva is not a member. that the next time a student
In addition, in a letter from Burt appeals a decision to Parliament,
Cross, Director of Records, a chart they should give the student more
showed that a student with 0-14 time to voice his opinion. Della
earned credits at the end of the Selva was also informed that if he
first semester, will graduate in received 150-160signatures from
January 1983.Several Parliament his class on a petition, he could get
members objected to Della Selva's a recall of the election.
By Jill Spiegler
• Anchor Staff Writer

CORRECTION
Last week's issue of The Anchor contained the story "Tuition Task
Force Formed" and incorrectly stated that a public hearing on tuition
would be held April 15th.
It should have said that the public hearing will be during the week of
April 15th.

...

This Week's
Cover

This week's cover is a photo\
of Vic Urbanski going for the
basketball
at the gaine
between RIC and Linden
State.
Photo by Bruce Sumner

Gold Key
<Continued from Page I)

costs for the 1979-1980academic
year.
Marran has stated that he is very
concerned regarding the fact that
the administration may no longer
be able to flllld the Gold Key
Society. Marran said, in reference
to the Gold Key constitution,
"There are several technical
problems in the way right now, but
if those problems were resolved,
Key could be funded by
Parliament." In order for Gold
Key to file an official petition for
funding
with the Finance
Commission their constitution
must coincide with the Student Bill
of Rights. Marran said that if Gold
Key were to change its constitution
and receive funding it must adhere
to Parliament's
policy which
allocates no more than $500.00to a
student organization in its first
year of funding.
MacDonald, who is presently a
part time student, has admitted
that Gold Key has no access to a
student's records. He said that the
Gold Key Executive Committee
relies solely on the word of the
applicant in regards to his or her
Cumulative Index. MacDonald
believes that he can determine a
student's Cwnulative Index simply
by conducting an interview with
that student. "If a student is
struggling to stay in school, it will
surely show through in his
representation
of Gold Key,"
MacDonald said.
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Laurence

Sasso

To Read Poetry

Laurence J. Sasso, Jr. will read December, 1978. Warren Thomas
his poetry on Tuesday, March 6 at 1 writing in The Observer said of the
p.m. Presented by the RIC English book, "These are poems that
Department, he will appear in the matter. As with all good poems,
English Department
Seminar •once read, the world is changed and to then imagine their absence
Room, Craig-Lee 255.
is to postulate a painful void."
Sasso, 36, was poetry editor of
the Rhode Islander magazine of
Director of the News Bureau at
the Providence Sunday Journal for
Rhode Island College, Sasso has
seven years. A chapbook of his
also been a contributing editor and
• poetry and prose vignettes, Hartheatre
critic for Observer
vesting 'The Inner G:frden, was
Publications for nearly ten years.
published by Greyledge Press in
His poetry has appeared in many

magazines and journals including
Yankee, Commonweal, Epoch,
New England
Galaxy,
Confrontation and Southern Poetry
Review. His book reviews have
appeared
in The Milwaukee
Journal, The Worcester Telegram,
The
Pasadena
Star-NPws
{California), the Durham He1 ld
(North Carolina), and Obser' ..
Publications.

The reading is open to the public
as well as the RIC community.
Refreshments will be served.

Chess Team Seeks
State Championship
By Robert Jackson
Anchor Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of RIC News Bureau.

COMMENTARY
"Car and Driver" a nationally
known auto magazine recently
published an article entitled "Why
Can't Johnny Drive". The article
points out that in many states the
testing procedures are poor and
that the "30 hours"
driver
educa.tion programs do little if any
good in preventing accidents. The
article points that the lack of
experience is the crucial factor in
many accidents and that due to this
lack of experience, many drivers
are not prepared to cope with crisis
situations that result in accidents.
Recently Massachusetts made a
move to raise the drinking age to
twenty-one. One of the major
factors in this move was that there
have been four hundred additional
deaths due to drivers under
twenty-one who were under the
influence of alcohol. In my opinion
these moves will not be effective in
reducing fatalities. What I feel
Massachusetts as well as the rest
of New England needs is a system
which combines stiff penalties for
drunken driving with a more rigid
testing system for new drivers.

MSW

It is my opinion that New
England has many drivers who
have no business driving. The
minute several inches of snow fall,
Providence becomes paralyzed. In
truth, people can't drive in snow,
on ice or under hazardous
conditions. With a licensing system
which requires strenuous testing, I
feel that this would be largely
eliminated. Secondly there would
be fewer skidding accidents
because people would be prepared
for skids. Finally there would be
fewer accidents and deaths due to
drunken drivers, because a system
which had stiff penalties which
were rigidly enforced would
quickly eliminate
the drunk
drivers from our roads and would
act as a deterrent to new drivers.
I grant that my program will not
be cheap, but the question is how
long do we want to pay the price of
what the drunken and underqualified drivers are doing on our
highways? It is time for us to
realize that our license to drive a
car is a privilege and not a right.
-J.ohn E. Kokolski

<Continued from Page I)
approval of the completed plan and their subsequent decision to ensure
the two faculty positions required, will enable the program to open in the
Fall of 1979.
Materials and application forms will be available through the
Graduate Office by the end of February.
Sincerely,
Eunice Shatz, Ph.D.
Director of MSW Planning

the
Reincarnation
of the
Providence Chess Club, RIC has
entered three; one in the Open
The Rhode
Island
Chess section and the others in the lower
Association is holding its annual section.
state Chess League, the winner of
The players comprising many of
which will be State Team Cham- these teams have proved their
pion, on Friday nights from ability very well. There are three
February 9 to April 13. The tour- masters, on various -teams, innament is in two sections, Open cluding RIC's own Jim Thibault.
and Reserve, for 10 seconds, and of The Reincarnation
of the
the teams participating, which Providence Chess Club team
includes two teams from Brown consists of, among others, four
University, two from S.M.U., two - former state champions. So the
from the Gambits Chess Club of competition will be anything but
Providence, and one team named easy.

In the three matches that have
·been held since the outset of this
tournament RIC "1" has defeated
the Gambits "1" and S.M.U. "1",
but lost to Brown "l".
RIC "2" defeated Gambits "2",
received a bye, and drew with RIC
"3".

Also, RIC "3" lost to SMU "2"
and received a bye.
Watch for future reports about
these teams as this tournament has
seven rounds remaining until its
completion.

Experiments
in School Level Decision
Making To Begin in Rhode Island
Four Rhode Island school
districts will begin experimental
programs in school-level decisionmaking later this year, Thomas C.
Schmidt,
Rhode
Island's
Commissioner of Education has
announced.
The program is financed by a
one-year grant from the Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation of Flint,
Michigan to fund eight pilot school
projects in the four districts.
School-based
management
involves in the decision-making
process those directly concerned
with the problems and issues
facing individual schools. Such
projects
could involve
the
formation of school councils
comprised of administrators,
teachers, parents, students and
other interested citizens to share in
decisions
regarding
budget,
curriculum and personnel on a
school-by-school basis.
Schmidt. said school-based
management is an option being
explored
as
part
of his
department's
Program
for
Excellence, a far reaching plan to
.improve the state's schools.
School-based management is a
concept recently explored with
success in Lansing, Michigan,' as a
possibl€ answer to continuing
problems of vandalism, discipline,
and lack
of achievement.
Formation of individual schools
councils brought those most

concerned with the problems into
determining the solutions. Florida,
California and Utah also have
moved such decision-making to the
local school level in some school
districts.
"
The eight pilot schools to be
involved in Rhode Island will be
determined
at a series of
workshops and conferences. The
Superintendent
and staff will
choose the schools to be involved
based on the willingness of the
Principal to participate and the
local commitment to community
involvement.
Under terms_of the $70,730grant,
citizen-educator groups will d_efine

INTERNATIONAL

the type and scope of program for
each
school,
and
make
recommendations to the school
committee about the role of
building level personnel and
citizens in the decision-making
process. The Department
of
Education will provide training for
the groups including training in
communications skills.
School committees in the four
districts will select the models for
their district and analyze any legal
problems which may need to be
addressed. Training and support
will be provided by the Rhode
<Continued on Page 13)

EDUCATION

The Center for International Educatkin is located in Gaige Hall 104.
Dr. Lawrence Lindquist, Coordinator, has information on various
international programs and is pleased to assist students in search of a
suitable experience abroad. RIC is a member of the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU), and cooperates
closely with its Office of International Programs. In the last few years
RIC students have studied in Malaysia, the Philippines, France, Canada,
Spain, Italy, Poland, Mexico, Brazil and Norway. Several selected, ,
qualified education majors have inet their s.tudent teaching requirements
by assignments to American-sponsored schools in Belgium, France,
Italy, Spain, England and Greece. Information about student-teaching
abroad may be obtained from Dr. William Lawton, Director of
LaboFatory Experiences, Mann Hall 103 - phone: 456-8114.A bulletin
board is posted with information on international opportunities - it is
located in the hallway outside Gaige 104. Members of the committee on
international education are: Dr. Dix Coons and Prof. Rita Couture,
Modern Languages; Prof. John Demelim 1 Art; Dr. David Thomas,
History; and Dr. Walter Crocker, Dean of Continuing Education and
School Services.
•
EncoW1terIreland Student Scholarship Program

HARVESTING THE INNER GARDEN
POEMS & PROSE BY LAURENCE J. SASSO, JR.

Available at the RIC Bookstore HARVESTING THE
INNER GARDEN by Laurence J. Sasso, Jr. is a
collection of ,recent poems and prose vignettes. The
title poem earned Mr. Sasso Sou'wester's annual
poetry award in 1976.The rest of this collection, never
published anywhere previously, samples the styles,
commitments and interests of the poet. William
Packard, editor of the New York Quarterly, has said
Mr. Sasso possesses a "fine talent."

Full-time students between the ages of 18-30are eligible to apply for
the Summer 1979 Encounter Ireland Student Scholarship Program. A
three week homestay and one week of independent travel, as well as a
series of seminars, sightseeing tours and guided excursions are included
in this exciting opportunity. (July i3-Aug. 20) Transatlantic NY-Dublin
roundtrip transportation and internal travel during the homestay and
free travel period are also included. The cost of the program is $187,BUT
with the $300 scholarship funded by the Union of Students in Ireland,
accepted students PAY ONLY $485! ! Several RI<; students took
advantage of this adventure last summer - pr~grams are being
arranged for them to share their experiences with students who wish to
. apply this year. The number of places is limited; application deadline is
June 19, 1979.Descriptive brochures are available in Gaige 104- a copy
is posted on the bulletin board.
Work Abroad, 1979

Full-time students who are U.S. citizens',11S'etween
the ages of 18 and
30 may apply for a permit to work in Britain, France, Ireland or New
Zealand for short-term employment- Great Britain and New Zealand: 6
months; Ireland: 4 months; Franc-e: summer, from May to Odtober. In
addition to the permit, obtained thru the Council on International
Educational Exchange, students must prove they have at least $200with
them to support them until the first paycheck, and that they have return
transportation. Application fees: Ireland, $20; the other three countries:
$35.

Parliament Addresses
Curriculum Change Issue

Regents Approve
Parking Fees
by: Jill Spiegler
Anchor Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, the Board of Regents announced their support of a
bill allowing the state colleges (University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island
College and Rhode Island Junior College) to charge parking fees.
The bill will now be passed on to Governor Garrahy for possible inclusion in his legislative package.
The measure as yet unintroduced, may go into effect immediately or
on a date set by the General Assembly. The amount to be charged has not
yet been determined, but will be included in student fees as a separate
entry.
__
Lisa Corsetti, Student Parliament Vice-President, said unofficially
that Parliament will most ·likely send a letter of opposition from the
students to the Assembly.

By Jill Spiegler
Anchor Staff Writer

The international fair has to be
rescheduled,
Parliament
is
petitoning the Special Curriculum
Review Committee, and the Model
Constitution was accepted as a
result
of last Wednesday's
Parliament meeting.
John Foley, Administrative
Representative, announced that
the International Fair is conflicting with the College's Anniversary Day, scheduled for May
9.

Dr. Thomas Lavery, Professor of
Administration and Curriculum,
addressed parliament with his
oppositions to the new curriculum
proposal. Lavery said that witfi the
new proposal, "choices will be
severely limited." The Committee
her own and was an intimate also recommended the elimination
reflection
of her particular
of the credit-no credit option.
personality.
La very
disagreed,
saying,
Pearl Bailey was born in "Students should have the opNewport News, Virginia, in 1918. portunity to explore areas in which
She got her start in show business they are not sure that they are
when she entered an amateur
proficient.''_
contest at Philadelphia's Pearl
Theatre in 1933. Pearl's career
soon turned to the films and
Broadway work that was to
become the primary focus of her
life. Her appearances in stage
shows - such as "St. Louis
Woman", "Arms and the Girl,"
"House of Flowers" - and in films
- including "Carmen Jones",
By Joan McGill
"That Certain Feeling", "Porgy
Anchor Staff Writer
and Bess" - left no doubt as to her
Rhode Island College offers a
ability as an actress. Presently in
service to students and the general
semi-retirement,
Pearl's
public who need general inoccasional performances
still
reflect the vivacity and one-on-one formation about the school. The
approach she developed in her big service is simply called the Information Desk and is located on
band days.
the second floor of the Student
Union. The hours which the Information Desk are open are 9 a.m.
lo 4 p.m , Monday through Friday.
The Information Desk is much
more than just a place to obtain
general information
It offers
items from add-drop slips to
back up." Walsh emphasized that
maintenance "has been doing a postage stamps and a pencil
good job in taking care of us with sharpener. One service that is
provided
is an on-campus
that problem."
Walsh continued to say, "If this telephone which allows one to call
had happened during the Wed- anywhere on campus free of
nesday Night Series the building charge. Briefs of what events are
would have been closed down... '' taking place, the on-campus
He added, "The fun somebody's telephone directory and the Rhode
having doing all this will lead to Island Public Transit Authority
more serious things, on the whole.'' bus schedule can be found at the
"Students pay for the building Information Desk. •
If one feels like doing some
and its maintenance. A pipe could
break, and the money will come "light" reading, a variety of
out of their (students') pockets," magazines can be purchased at the
he sighed.

Pearl Bailey Special Features
Three First Ladies of Music
The American music scene is one
of the most diverse in the world,
and this unique environment has
fostered some of the most
distinctive styles in the history of
entertainment.
Among those
stylists are three women who find
their roots in the jazz and big band
era - Pearl Bailey, Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah Vaughan. They
will be appearing together for the
first time on the "Third Annual
Kraft All-Star Salute - Pearl
Bailey", March 14, 10-11 p.m.,
(EST), on the CBS Television
Network.
All three of these remarkable
women grew up during the 1920's
and got their starts in show
business in similar ways. Their
careers developed during the
heyday
of big bands
and
nightclubs, although each one
developed a style that was strictly

Raw sewage flowed over the
bottom floor of the Student Union
last Thursday and delayed the
ogening of the Union 45 minutes.
Last Wednesday night, someone
had put several rolls of toilet paper
down the toilet in the ladies' room
on the basement floor.
Philip
Walsh,
Operations
Manager for the Student Union,
said, "This is not the first time this
has happened. The paper only goes
down so far until things start to

"They Do More Than
Sell Comic Books''

Outstanding Sales Opportunity With

THEPRUDENTIAL
Full Training Program

Negotiable Starting Salary

Group Presentation
Parliament Chambers, 2nd Floor S.U.
March 15, 9:30-10:30 a.m.
831-6842

Contact John Volpe, Aaron Orleck
PREPARE FOR:

NMB
1.11.
111
•ECFMG
·FLEX·
VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
& Hour!
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Visit Our Centers & See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

we

are now offering

a course for the GR E Adv. Psych

~~fa~ses meet at Brown"
New MCAT Classes
starting
3-3, 3.7 & 3-25

(617)482-7420
PROV.(401) 272-1022
WORC.(617) 752-2716
AMHERST(413) 253-5108

Stone, Cosmopolitan,
Glamor,
Playgirl, Playboy, and Sports

Illustrated. A magazine which is
new at the desk this year is the
Norman Rockwell Memory Album.

Comic books are another new
feature at the Information Desk
and have apparently been selling
fairly well.
Perhaps the "hottest" selling
items are tickets for concerts put
'on by RIC Programming.
Currently the Information Desk is
selling tickets for the Elvis Costello
concert to be held on April 14.
Tickets for this are $6.50 general
admission and $5.50 student admission. If one wants to purchase
student tickets, a RIC I.D. is
required for each ticket purchased.
The biggest addition to the Information Desk is the RIC Forum
T.V. This addition is new this
semester. A thirty-minute news
program is shown. After the news

program, a Video Bulletin Board is
flashed on the screen which lists
the events that are happening. The
bulletin board is changed twice a
week. Also shown on the RIC
Forum T.V. is a slide which shows
the current temperature and t-ime.
The main- 'lost and found' is
located at the Student Union Information Desk. Aside from having
• a used book directory, the Information Desk wants to expand its
services and be able to provide a
typing service in the near future. If
adopted, the typing service will list
the name of the typists who will
type papers for students. It will
also list each typist's phone
number, the fee for typing and
what kind of paper the typist
specializes in typing.
In general, the Information Desk
is perhaps one of the better services provided at Rhode Island
College. It is there to help the
student body and general public. If
used wisely, the Information Desk
can be very beneficial to anyone
who needs general information or
other items of interest.

A Rhode Island College Theatre
major, Larry Loverde, of 121
Lenox Avenue, Providence, has
been named the winner of the Irene
Ryan scholarship from the New
England Region of the American
College Theatre Festival. Mr.
Loverde, picked from 24 student
actors who auditioned for the
award, will go to Washington in
April to compete for the national
Irene Ryan scholarship at the
annual American College Theatre
Festival. The regional award is for
$500. The national scholarship
award is $2000.
Mr. Loverde's selection marks
the fourth time that a RIC student
has won the New England region
Irene Ryan scholarship in the
seven years that the awards have
been given. He was selected to
audition as a member of the cast of
Woyzeck, the production offered by
the college's Theatre Company in
November. Last season the RIC
production
of The Robber
Bridegroom in which he appeared
was one of six plays selected from
among 430 across the nation to be
staged at the American College
Theatre Festival in Washington at
.,Larry Loverde of 121 Lenox Avenue to Providence, a Rhode Island
the Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts. RIC did not college Theatre major, shown here in a scene from THE ROBBER
submit a play for consideration BRIDEGROOM, is the New England Region's recipient of the Irene Ryan
Theatre Scholarship. RIC Photo by Peter P. Tobia
this season.

MCAT·OAT·LSAT·GMAT
PCAT·GRE·OCAT·VAT·SAT
Program!

Information Desk. The magazines
that sell the best according to Ellen
McCarthy, a student who works at
the desk are: People, Rolling

RIC Theatre Major Wins Scholarship

.Men
& Women
Become
a Professional

flexible

Parliament
that the policy
regarding "D" grades should be
revised so that Grades of F are
automatically repeatable once for
courses which are prerequisites to
or required of a student's major
program. It was also recommended that attempted credit be
counted each time; and earned
credits be counted once, and both
grades remain on the record and
both figured in the cummulative
index. As an option, students may
audit the class or take a Challenge
Exam to satisfy departmental
requirements. Dr. Dixon McCool,
Advisor for Parliament,
said,
"Parliament
should air their
complaints to RIC Council, for
Parliament is the watchdog of the
students ... " "There is no other
place to give student input,"
McCool said.
Also on the agenda was Anthony
Della Selva's appeal to Student
Parliament. Parliament voted in
favor of accepting the Election
Commission's Recommendations
to disqualify Della Selva from the
Election.

Information Desk:

Sewage Backup
In Student Union
By Jill Spiegler
Anchor Staff Writer

The committee also wants to
eliminate colloquia and seminars
and require two semesters of
Western Civilization. Lavery said,
"I am opposed to this as my most
rewarding and exciting teaching
experiences have been in these
areas ...faculty members should
have the option of developing
courses in areas which they have
strong interest." He continued,
"Although I am not opposed to
courses in Western Civilization,
what makes this area more sacred
than any other?'' Parliament is
now circulating a petition to the
RIC Community to stop the
Proposal.
Other business discussed at Jhe
meeting included the Model
Constitution, Parliament's model
for student constitutions, and the
Constitutions of the Lusophile
Society, Co-operative Playgroup,
the Debate Council, Health Club,.
Industrial Arts, Theatre Club and
Urban Studies which were . all
passed.
The Educational Policy Committee recommended in a report to

M
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RIC's Wild Man
Reminisces
By David Ennis
Anchor Staff Writer

Rick Walsh, a 22 year old senior
with a major in nursing, is
sprawled in his chair in the Student
Activities office. A tall court-jester
type with a ful~ afro, neat goatee,
and multi-colored suspenders,
Walsh is a man who demands an
audience. His intriguing personality and wild antics have made
him one of the most interesting
individuals at RIC. Described as
happy-go-lucky, he tries to keep his
life and personality on that line.
"The whole thing," he says, "is to
never get upset, if you want to
make it through college ... and life;
never get upset - you'll always
make it. As soon as you get upset,
you've blown it."
In the tradition of. many freshmen entering college, Rick admitted that his "first year here
<RIC) really stunk! It sucked! I
came to school and I went home
and it was like I was in high school
again, except I had to drive."
Disheartened, the younger Rick
Walsh decided that "there's got to
be something more to college than
just going to classes."
Walsh, not being one to do things
on a small scale, has joined in not
less than five organizations on
campus, the major ones being:
RIC Programming, Kapha Delta
Phi Fraternity, and bartending at
the Rathskellar.
His academic life wasn't the
most prosperous; receiving a 1.5
cumulative average in his first
semester and a 2.01 during the
second semester. "I had a lot of
problems," says Rick. "I didn't
know how to study. I'm still
learning how to study. I used to
tape record everything with these
big C-120tapes; then I'd go home
and copy it. If I had a three hour
lecture, it would take me six hours
to write it out."
Being in as predominantly a
female field as nursing has not
any ego-masculinity
placed
problems on Walsh's shoulders.
"During the early years I felt
compelled to show up eve·rybody,
but I found out that everybody's in
the same boat. Nursing's com-

petitive enough that you have to import radios, Sony or whatever,
have competition among friends." for a cheaper price. We're going
make over there and just getting our
would
males
Some
suggestions to him about being in a heads shot off. What really
female's occupation. They would depresses me was when all those
say, "Oh, you're a nursing major. Vietnam veterans came back and
What, are you gay?" Walsh said he were treated so bad ... they were
like the scum of the earth. In WW II
would just say "no."
Once he remembers "a few guys they came back heroes, the same
tried to pick me up once in a thing happened in Vietnam, except
chemistry course. One guy at- U.S. got beat, it was ·a blot on our
tempted and it was funny as a record.''
bastard, because the chemistry
Walsh, not one to be quiet about
instructor knew that he was gay
and I had asked him to change lab touchy subjects, had a few gripes
partners with me and he wouldn't. about the college. Like everything
He just kept me stuck with the guy. else, the administration has "some
I finally told him, will you get away good and some bad," said Rick.
from me before I hurt you. I don't "One main counseling center is
needed. Now it is spread all over
think I'd ever hit anybody."
the campus. I don't think you have
Rick Walsh is not all prim and to get such a run-around. I will
proper. He has been known as a admit that RIC has a lot of red tape
trouble maker since he has been in because of department rules and
school. "I'm lucky I'm not in jail," those rules made at the - top
says Walsh. Before coming to RIC (Executives)."
Another gripe that seems
he belonged to what he described
as a "snake pit." "We were a common with all students is the
rowdy group of guys, really close _situation at the Donovan Dining
friends. We used to do really weird Center. Walsh was no exception. "I
don't eat there anymore. I think
things together."
While at RIC, Rick has been the food stinks. Their hamburgers
known to have thrown garbage bag are like rubber bands, I've found
water balloons on people, receive hair in my pears, and my friends
pies in his face, dress up in the have found bugs in their cottage
Anchormen costume for basketball cheese." He continued, "It has
games, and hang from high improved a little bit since Cari
buildings yelling "catch us, catch <Orlandi) came, but I think their
prices are too high."
us, we're going to jump."
A comment on the recent lecture
Is there a serious side to Rick by the Leblovics: "I thought that
Walsh? It is hard to believe, but guy had the mentality of a
Yes. He has a lot of things to say macaroni. No offense against
about the school, the world, and his Ralph Detri and S.I.R.S. (Sex
Information and Referral Serlife.
Already past the safe limit for vice). I think he ( Detri) does an
the drinking age, Rick said he excellent job and had a good
thought that it "would make no program when he brought Bill
difference if the drinking age was Baird, but the Leblovics ... "
Rick Walsh has given us his
at 21 or 18. One time when they had
the draft I had to register for it. If ideas, beliefs and life, but how does
you're old enough to go over and he describe himself. "Male, 22,
fight, you're old enough to drink." looking for more than a platonic
Suddenly Rick goes off on a per- relationship with a swinging young
sonal tangent. "I don't think I female - no" ( he laughs and
would have gone over to Vietnam stops). A girl who works in the
to fight. I think I would have gone Student Activities office walks in
to Canada, because I don't believe and Rick asks her to describe him.
"Rick?" she says, "Wild and
in fighting for somebody's transistor radios. so Rockerfeller can Crazy."
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What Your Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important)

NOTICE! Date for submitting Senior project proposals has
been extended to April 12, 1979. For more information regarding
eligibility, forms, etc., call or visit Cooperative Ed., 456-8134.
RIC Women's Center in Rm. 309of the Student Union is starting
. Divorce Workshops for anyone going through a divorce or
adjusting to a divorce, This will be an informal casual support
group. If interested call 456-8250or 941-8676.Ask for Judy or just
drop in. Starting Monday, March 5, 1979,2-4 p.m.
Association: The Jewish
Jewish Faculty-Student-Staff
Faculty-Student-Staff Association presents its second Sabbath
dinner. The event will be held on March 9, 1979 in the Faculty
Center at 5:00 p.m. An after dinner discussion with Dr. Efraim
Torgovnick will be one of the highlights of the evening. Dr.
Torgovnick is a visiting professor from Israel in our Political
Science Department. To assure a place at the dinner, contact either
David Rappaport at 456-8306or Lucille Sibulkin at ext. 305 or 202.
The dinner is $3.50without a Rhode Island College meal ticket and
free with the meal ticket. Our first dinner was a success and this
one should prove the same. Students-Faculty-Staff and their
families are welcome.
Four-Hall Programming is proud to present a Hypnosis
Demonstration and lecture with Dr. SanMuci. This will be held on
Wednesday, March 7 at 2:00 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Admission is free, refreshments will be served and the Rhode
Island College community is invited.
Student Handbook - A new edition is being planned for '79-'81.
If you have any ideas, suggestions or comments to make this new
edition more useful for students, please contact Dixon McCool, CL
054 or ext. 8061.
Deadline period for on-time financial aid applications for the
academic year 1979-80has passed. Late applications are still being
accepted.

Sex Discrimination
<Continued

from Page
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written on the day of his death. The
college news release on my
discovery was featured by the
Associated Press and brought the
throughout
College publicity
The Samaratins:
Rhode Island and all New England,
as well as in papers as far away as
People With Time
Chicago, St. Louis, and Los
Angeles." Lenz goes on to say "In
By Laurelie Welch
spite of this ... recognition, that
Anchor Staff Writer
"We befriend lonely, depressed, article was minimized on campus
and suicidal people who call us for and I was denied an OPI."
Lenz feels that by denying
help," said Betsy Neisner of the
Samaratins, the suicide hotline in women scholars the recognition
Providence. The Samaratins are that they deserve, RIC is saying
volunteers; not professionals or that "the merit of serious research
counselors, but people with time, by women is not acknowledged."
tolerance, and common sense, who In this statement, she refers to
care about others. The two both faculty and students who are
telephones are manned 24 hours a women. Salesses, speaking about
day and the center, located at 33 the English department, stated
Chestnut St. in Providence, is open that women are given the
recognition they deserve, Lenz
from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
The Samaratins are based on an does not believe that this is so.
In response to the Lenz case as a
international suicide prevention
said, "The
plan organized in England in 1953. whole, Salesses
English
the
of
It has since spread to 30 countries. members
The Providence center is the fourth
in the United States. The first was someone to talk to. Some are
opened in Boston in 1974. In receiving professional help, but
may want to talk when their
November of 1977,a second center
opened in Falmouth, Mass., and therapist is unavailable, often in
the third opened in March of 1978in the early morning hours. "They
just want to know there are other
Minnesota. Plans are being made
for two additional centers to be people awake," said Ms. Neisner.
handled
are
calls
All
and
Chicago
in
located
·anonymously and are held comWashington, D.C.
pletely confidential. Callers use
The Providence Center has
their first name, an assumed
active
thirty
approximately
volunteers, according to Ms. name, or no name at all.
The volunteers are ambivalent;
Neisner, ranging in age from a
minimum of twenty years old to they tell the caller not to commit
suicide. "No one is 100 per cent
people in their sixties. The center
suicidal. We help them get through
receives between thirty and sixty
the wave of depression; we don't
calls per day and in the six months
get promises that they will never
it has existed they have received
do it, but we see them through for
over 600 calls. Those who call are
now," added Neisner.
urged to call back when they need

department advisory committee is
wholly committed to fair and equal
treatment for all members of the
department.''
The "department" is, as it is
part 0f RIC, a major part of the
At t~e
proposal.
settlement
February 26 hearing, John Roney,
council for Lenz, stated that if the
matter is not settled by April 30,
that all previously subpoenaed
documents be relinquished by the
College. The Commission ordered
the College to furnish such
on May 1, in
documents
preparation for the hearings that
will be held May 15,16, and 17 if the
conflict is not resolved.
In reference to the possible
"If
Lenz states,
settlement,
conciliation fails, I am determined
that I will carry the case as far as
the courts will permit because I
believe that those individuals who
are strong enough to do so m':15t
combat injustice so that in the
future others may not have to
endure it."
Ms. Neisner said there has been
no statistically calculable effect in
the U.S. as the program has not
existed long enough here. England
has 167 centers throughout the
country and the suicide rate has
dropped 38.5 per cent since 1953,
while the rate has risen every
where else in the world.
Volunteers do not need any skills
or experience; there is a six week
preparation program, held on
Tuesday evenings. The date fer
beginning of the next cycle is
tentative; either March 13 or
March 20. Anyone interested is
asked to go to the center for a
personal interview. The telephone
number is 272-4044.

International Fair Slated for Spring
.

\

/

During Spring Week, RIC will go Irish. And Vietnamese. And Arabic.
the Programming Staff, and other student organizations
Student Parliament,
are planning an International Fair for that week~
Eight groups, both established clubs and loosely-knit groups determined
to ~ave a day for the showcasing of various ethnic groups and cultures, have
already agreed to participate.
The International Fair will exhibit the native customs, dances, music,
food and drink of various nations.
If you are interested, please contact the Student· Parliament Office,
Second Floor, Student Union.

..
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This poem was inspired by the
tragic death of an elderly woman
in Narrangansett when she froze in
her apartment recently.

ah, she sleeps now
the little darling
Thank Goodness!
she's an active little demon.
why this morning she knocked
her qereal on the floor,

By Kerry
later she crawled

Smith

into the living

room and turned over two ashtrays,
knocked over the lamp which in turn crashed
into your picture that was hanging over the fireplace
sending it crashing the floor
not so bad but it created its own little twister and scattered dust,
soot plus ashes all over my new rug.
you should have seen her laughing and just having a ball.
That wasn't enough; she clodded the bathroom bowl with the last roll of
paper.
At the market she kept throwing things out of the cart as fast as I could
put them in.
sheknockedoveracannedsoup
display.
'cause I smacked her hand.
Then screamed vociferiously
She insisted i buy dog food, and we don't even have
a dog!
That was this morning before lunch, this afternoon she continued her rampage.
First she bit her uncle Herman,
wasted chocolate down her uncle Bob's white suit,
peed on your mother's lap,
,
vomitted all over your father
put a knot upside my mother's head with a spoon poking her in the eye while
doing so,
then to climax it all off she scratched up the insurance man's face.
yea she ha4 a busy day
but look at her
can you tell me she doesn't look
like a I?erfect angel?

Ha venido el invierno
Llleno de frio picante.
Con el invierno viene la nieve
Y las nevadas grandes,
Aplastando de un golpe
Las luces y el calor de la casa.
Todas las familias,
En una crisis como esta
con esfuerzos
Lo aguantan
mendos

tre-

The winter has come
Full of piercing cold
With the winter comes the snow,
And the big snow storms
Striking with a single blow
The lights and the warmth of the
home.
All the families
In such a crisis as this one
Overcome it with great efforts

Lo aguantan, si
Con la intimidad
Y el calor familiar,
En algunos casos, en los hogares
Todas se cuidan uno al otro.

Yes. they are able to stand it
With the intimacy
warmth
And with the family
And in some cases
People look after each •other.

Una pobre viejecita,
Se asoma a la ventana,
En las horas de la noche
Ella siente el viento frio,
El mercurio esta bajando,
Esta bajando el mercurio
En su casa no hay luz
No hay luz ni calor

A poor old woman
Looks out of the window
During the night hours
She feels the bitter wind
And the mercury is falling
Falling, falling is the mercury
In her house there is no light
There is neither light nor heat
She lives isolated from the world
And no one comes to help her
She is alone in the crisis
In the crisis old intense cold.

Ella vive aislada del mundo
Y nadie viene a su socorro
Esta sola en la crisis
En la crisis de intenso frio.
Pero los esfuerzos no valen
Ella pierdQ la batalla
La gran batalla con el f rio.
Y en la siguiente madrugada
en cadaver frio.
Se transformo

But her efforts are in vain
She loses, the battle
The great battle against the cold
daybreak
And in the following
into a cold
She- is transformed
cadaver.

Strength has left.
Its exit was swift,
My decline rapid.
I have been struck.
I have f alien.
I am finished.
I tried to hold on
But, life has defeated me.
The battle's lost.
Defeat has entered and life wanes.
Maybe defeat should be redefined.
Karen Anne Gormley
Class of '79

t-

And when we go beyond the stars ...

{/}t

A decaying, and tired old country Statesmen, survivors of their race
survivors of the public eye,
who neither care, nor know But remain ignorant of all
except those who paid the price and a people, stripped of their
· dignity, and hope - but told to obey,

the creeds of a dead nation,
A decaying, and tired old countrysoon shall be controlled by those
who love her so! The Grandsons of
Liberty!
Born or burn on that revolutionary
day!

-Anon.

And when we need only to think that we need ...
And when we cannot see very far ...
And when we no longer have to plant our seed ...
What in the world do you think we would be?
-Elliot

James
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Many Faces of Mummenschanz
"We meet in our k.itchen and
A face made out of toilet paper?
Well, !,eave it to the zany heads of each brings themes, drawings or
ideas which become the basis for
the theatre world to find an
improvisation, an image emerges
esthetic use for modern sanitary
which seems worth translating to
technology. Three of the zaniest
the stage and then," says Bernie,
belong to Andres Bossard,
"we all work it out together. The
Floriana Frassetto and Bernie
of starting point might be anything
Schurch, the co-creators
Mummenschanz, the Swiss Mime- we happen to see, a vegetable
Masque Theatre which will be container, for instance."
Andres chimes in. "Constructing
presented by RIC's Performing
the masks and rehearsing take
Arts at Roberts Hall on March 15at
and
simultaneously
place
8:00 p.m.
go on aH night.
sometimes
The trio's specialty is masks,
both facial and body masks, and Creating, acting, -rehearsing, it's
toward their construction they all one thing with us. We don't have
someone who is the writer,
have utilized not only toilet tissue,
someone who is the choreographer,
but note pads, ice-cube trays,
someone who is the designer.
flower pots and other mundane
Everybody does everything."
items, as well as clay, rubber and
plastic.
The non-verbal show - even the
"We like to take very usual
printed program contains onlyobjects and give them a new and
drawings and pictures - usually
diffrrent meaning," says Floriana
wh(i\ helped to establish Mum- commences with a symbolic impression of human evolution, from
mehschanz when she met her two
Swiss colleagues in Rome. When ape to patrician.
"It's all on an abstract level
we use the toilet paper masks for
really," says Andres, "but peopl~
instance, the rolls can be pulled out
to signify speech. As the con-, often seem to see it in political
versation grows more animated, " terms." Andres himself began his
theatrical career doing political
the rolls get all tangled up in an
cabaret
in Europe's
satire
amusing way. It may sound
theatres.
strange, but it's really quite clear
"Our work is like poetry," adds
when you see it - the audience
Floriana. "It's open to any number
picks these things up right away."
of interpretations, and everyone in
The troupe calls itself a mime
the audience tends to view it in his
group, but this•is definitely a kind
own way - we like this ambiguity,
of mime of their own devising,
we don't want things to be too
quite distinct from the classical
simple, too pat. Mystery is imwhite-face mime which they all
.
portant."
studied and eventually rejected,
Mummenschanz is currently on
but transmuted with the help of
their annual tour of North
older, medieval traditions of mime
America.
and their own fresh ingenuity.

Diversity Highlights RIC Dance· Concert
By Peyser Mendelson

The RIC Dance Company's
annual Spring Concert, long one of
the area's major modern dance
showcases, is being presented this
weekend at Roberts Auditorium.
On stage last week the company
could be seen putting the finishing
touches on the six new works and
two revivals to be performed·
through Saturday,
Thursday
March 8-10, at 8 p.m.
"It's looking great," beamed
Joya Hoyt as dancers onstage
whirled through a series of turns,
bends and leaps in Ed DeSoto's
"Cyrk" a colorful and charming
depiction of circus life scheduled
for its U. S. premiere Thursday
night. Ms. Hoyt, overseeing her

first Spring Concert as Company remarkable diversity apparent in
director, seemed to have ample this year's production.
"Variety is what really makes
justification for her good spirits.
this concert so interesting," said
Besides "Cyrk" (already _per- Ms. Hoyt. "We have something for
formed by DeSoto's own company everyone, running the gamut from
in Canada), the company will modern jazz to theatrical concert
present the U. S. and world dance. What's really incredible is
premiere of "Tears" by Clay that the guest choreographers,
Taliaferro. Taliaferro's eighth RIC while all coming from the same
Dance Company commission is an background, have given us dancers
impressively dramatic contrast that are so different from one
with his popular "Dance in F.M.", another."
Besides Taliaferro and DeSoto,
Spring Concert
last year's
is featuring
premiere. Paired this Fall as part the company
of a studio lecture demonstration, choreography by Ted Botaute. A
at which "Tears" w~s presented piece for thirteen dancers done on
untitled as a work in progress (see an empty stage without music,
like
the Anchor, September 19, 1978), Rotante's "Run-Dance",
these works provide a key to the "Cyrk, "Tears", and " ...F.M." is

Left to Right: Cathy Bodner, Paula DeMeo, Helen McOsker and Claire McOsker in rehearsal for
RIC Dance Company's production of "Tears" by Clay Taliaferro. Photo by Peter P. Tobia

the work of a choreographer confirms a family tradition begun
steeped in the technique of Jos~ by big sister Mary who made her
company debut as a high school
Limon.
"But this is Limon with a dif- freshman nine years ago.
In addition to Mary Oliva, the
ference," Ms. Hoyt explains.
"Each of the choreographers has company boasts a covey of
given us something of their own, familiars on the Providence dance
drawing on Limon's extensive scene as well as a host of new
movement vocabulary." It is here faces. Paula DeMeo will be
that dance transcends technical featured- in four _ofthe works (as
skill, even virtuosity and becomes will Reavey Oliva), while Clara
and Helen Osker, Allan Ryan,
art."
Ms. Hoyt knows whereof she Cathy Bodner and Sharon Jenkins
speaks. Together with C(}-director are all returning to the Roberts
Mary Reavey Oliva she is stage.
The concert also features the
responsible for approximately one
third of the concert's material. work of two highly reputed stage
Hoyt's trio "Images" features the designers in Billie Ann Burrill and
choreographer in its first RIC Bau White. Ms. Burrill's reconperformance, while "Fragments", struction of the original stage
a jazz dance that will serve as the design for the revival of Heinz
an exprogram's opener receives its Polls "Compulsions",
ploration of the dark and primitive
,
premiere.
in side of human nature complete
Ms. Oliva's "Invitation",
which she is also a featured per- with a ritual sacrifice and a hanged
former, is a new dance as well. An god ( <less) motif is a striking and
interesting side note that points up memorable one. Her work in
the depth of which the company lighting "Tears" is also immensely
continues to build is the air effective in setting the tone for this
pearance of a pair of sisters in each moody and elegant dance of
of the C(}-directorspremieres. RIC yearning and grief.
"The chance to see these dances
senior Gina Weslay will appear
alongside her sister Gladys (a on stage with all the trimmings is a
sophomore at East Providence , rare opportunity indeed," Ms.
High), while Carole Reavey, a Hoyt reflected. "We're taking
freshman at Classical, lights up several of the new works on tour to
"Invitation". The younger Ms. Block Island later this month," she
Reavey, appearing in three of the said. "But here at home is where
eight Spring Concert productions we always do our best work."
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Marijuana:

A Thriving Industry

Part~.. I. ., How Marijuana is Smuggled into The U.S.
...

•

It ,ta~~ ~1:1stone trip to m;:\ke
$50,000. Airplane pilots have·
retired for life after smuggling a
few loads of marijuana into the
According to
United States.
"Esquire" magazine, there are 280
or more airstrips and dozens of
docks that are used daily to
smuggle "pot".
Just a few miles from Santa
Mara, Colombia, about three or
four aircraft and a couple of ships
leave the secluded peninsula each
day, heading to southern United
States. The content is Colombia's
best known product - "Gold."
There are also different sizes of
planes and vessels ranging from
small planes carrying a ton of
grass up to DC-7s which hold more
than 10tons each. Ships range from
sailboats to huge motherships
bringing an average of 35 tons.
According to experts, an average
of 500,000 pounds of marijuana
enters the U. S. every week from
Colombia; about two million
pounds each month; more than 25
million pounds each year. The
business generates up to $14 billion
or more annually in untaxed
money. "Esquire" magazine says
is so
marijuana
"Smuggling
lucrative, so well organized, with
risks so few and chances of
detection so slim, that the owner of
a remote dock on the Georgia or
South Carolina coast can earn

\1

by Manuel Rivera, Anchp,· Staff Writer

$100,000by turning his back for a
few hours·~;,' The smuggler's
operation has it all - sophisticated
logistics and delivery systems; its
own flotilla of boats and aircraft;
equipment,
security
crews,
electronic technicians, logistics
experts, intelligence operatives,
lawyers and wholesalers.
A former drug smuggler interviewed by U.S. News and World
Report said that for $8, he could
buy a pound of pot in Mexico, bring
it across the border into the U. S.
and sell it for between $100 and
$200, depending on the quality and
how far north it is transported. He
also said that 100 pounds of weed
bought in Mexico for $800 brings
about $20,000 wholesale in this
country. The ex-smuggler argues
that these high profits are one of
the reasons for few marijuana
smokers along.the border. "They'd
rather sell it than smoke it," he
said.

1,500 pounds of weed. ,Mr. Rody
said: "the agency ~valuated a
pound of marijuana ci>stin Bogota
at $40 to $80, and $300 in Miami."
The report also stated that the
influx of drugs continues in the
state of Florida despite police
efforts to curtail illegal shipments.
Skelton from the
Lieutenant
Florida police force said there is
little they could do to nab that
traffic once it reached land. He
complains that he has only "80
men, 13 cars and a dozen antiquated radios", despite the fact
that his is the biggest anti-drug
unit in the state.

Another statement published by
the New York Times said
"Bahamas has become the main
avenue for marijuana" smugglers.
It is easier to get into the United
Stales either by plane or boat
through the Bahamas than by
going through, say, Jamaica, Haiti
or Puerto Rico. Traditionally
In a New York Times story, A. Mexico and Jamaica have been the
Rody Jr., Florida Commissioner main source of supply to the United
for the Drug Enforcement Ad- States, but heavy controls and joint
enforcement programs ( United
ministration says that "marijuana
entrepreneurs come now from States and other countries on the
every conceivable walk of life. Gulf of Mexico) decrease the
Thousands of men and women are traffic of marijuana heading north.
willing lo take the risks because This has resulted in Colombia's
the profits are enormous and the being the leading 'supplier of
risk is low." The report said that marijuana. According lo experts, a
earlier last year a judge from the molhership coming from the
orlh Florida Circuit Court was Guajira Peninsula of Colombia
found guilty for conspiracy to sell goes through Jamaica entering the

Gulf Coast of Mexico to the~ "i igal'.idn andi. semi-tropical
climate. Large fields of vegetables
Bahamas.
and- citrus trees are found "amid
Once near the island, the
marijuana is unloaded into speed' - tlhtamed prairies of thorny bush."
boats and brought to shore. From· An expert on this region told U. S.
News and World Report that 70
the islands, marijuana is packed
ano then consignments ferry it by percent of the population is
Mexican American and most are
boats or plane to Southern Florida.
The Bahamas government com- farm workers. The area is the
plains that the country's four lowest in the country in per capita
police boats cannot patrol the "750 income - $2,272 in Starr County
and $3,338in Hidalgo County. The
mile long archipelago" property.
They also said: "It is impossible to national average is $6,396. A rich
search all of the thousands of land owner dominates the vast
Spanish
the
of
boats, light aircraft and hundreds majority
of thousands of tourists, including c?mmunity. He says that these
many visiting from cruise ships, ~ircumstances lead many people
who come to the country every mto the business of marijuana
smuggling.
year."
On. the other· hand, Captain
U. S. News and World Report
McFarland of the Public Safety
said that heavy pot trafficking
told U. S. News
Department
from Mexico "is also transforming
magazine that "low pay for Texan
the stretch of U. S. Highway 83 and Mexican police officers makes
from a corridor of poverty into a some lawmen susceptible
to
road to riches for many residents
bribery." He also said that several
of the country.'' This has created a officers have been convicted in the
lot of benefits for some in society
last few years for marijuana
who historically had been among
one deputy was
trafficking;
the poorest in the nation. Herman
arrested while guarding a shii>a veteran • boarder
Raily,
ment of marijuana in his own
patrolman interviewed by the
house. He said "much more gets
magazine, says "a guy for years
across than is caught." The only
was picking melons at $10 a day,
way to prevent smuggling would be
and now he's suddenly paying a
for an army to link hands and line
$400month electric bill in cash and
the river bank," suggested a
driving a Cadillac."
former state investigator. "And
In previous years, the economic
even then they'd take to the air."
situation in Rio Grande Valley had
Next Week: Marijuana in R. I.
been based on cheap labor,
and at RIC.

Photographer
TheInquiring
Sumner
byBruce

What do you think about legalizing Marijuana?
Tim Danielson, '81: "Why not? It
has a better effect on people than
liquor does and the price might go
down!"
Sharon Sousa, '80: "Personally,
it doesn't make any difference!"
'80:
Santos,
M.
Kevin
"Legalization of marijuana would
solve only one problem. I personally am not well enough in-

.Jim .Jones: "Yes, 50 million
formed about all aspects of it. But,
imagine the timP and trouble it people can't be wrong, plus it is
would take for organization and also legal in San Francisco County
industrialization of "pot". A legal and it works very well."
'82:
Smith,
K.
Bonnie
decision is one question but surely
not the final one. or the most dif- ••Marijuana should definitely be
legalized. life is a lot easier with
f 1cult ••
11.··

Mike Hynes: "I'll lake the fifth

on

that

one."

4

Alice McGrath: "Marijuana
should be legalized because the

majority of the population par- changed in RI?" Her comment
takes in 1tsometime in their lives." was, " o, I don't think the drinking
age should be changed. I feel that
Craig White: "Fine."
the laws regarding the abuse of
Inquiring alcohol should be strengthened,
week's
Last
Photographer included a photo of and more strictly enforced. Abuse
Leslie Engelsman, however her of alcohol is not limited lo 18 year
comment was inadvertently left olds, therefore, they should not be
out. The question was, "Do you penalized by a change in the
think the drinking age should be drinking age."
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Anchormen
By Dave Ratcliffe
Anchor Sports Editor

The RIC basketball
team
traveled to Vermont this past
Sunday to play Lyndon State
College for the NESCAC championship. RIC came into the game
as the team to beat, because of
their 17-0 record against DIV III
oponents and their impressive 20-5
overall record. They were not to be
denied, prevailing 86-75.
Lyndon State jumped out to a
quick four point lead, but the
brilliant shooting of guard Chris
Ward and a tenacious defense put
RIC on top. RIC continued to build
this lead topping. it off at nine,
midway through the first half.
Lyndon State fought back and the
half ended with RIC clinging to a
slim two point lead.
• The second half got underway
with a four point spurt by the
Anchormen, led by center Larry
Harmon, who played the best game
of his career since taking over the

Defeat

Lyndon· State!

pivot after the Bryant game.
Superb rebounding,
excellent
shooting and a tough defense, led
by Harmon, gave the Lyndon State
team fits.
With a four point. lead and
fourteen minutes left in the game,
RIC changed tactics, going to a
more deliberate offense. Lyndon
State took advantage of this
situation. Scoring eight points in a
row and being helped along by a
questionable call by the officials
they took the· lead 52-48.RIC called
time out to regroup, then led by
Harmon and Ward and some good
rebounding by Skip Lasane took
the lead for good, 63-61. RIC continued to pull away, finally gaining
an eleven point victory.
RIC had five people in double
figures, led by Skip Lasane with
eighteen and Chris Ward and
Larry Harmon with seventeen
apiece. Lyndon State was led by
Ricky Sutton and Brian Scrubb
with 17 apiece.

But Lose to
Quinnipiac!

Larry Harmon drives the lane to get a sure two points. RIC won 'the game and tlie NESCAC
championship, by the score of 86-75.
• Photo Joanne Neary

lntranaurals

however, and matched the Braves'
By Barbara Slonina
Anchor Sports Writer
effectfveness for the rest of the
Last Friday night, 375 fans were
first half. The score at halftime
treated to a thriller when the RIC was 28-22, in Quinnipiac's favor.
Anchormen played the Division II
RIC came to within three points,
There will be a Volleyball
Quinnipiac Braves. After defeating
30-27, at the beginning of the Jamboree on Wednesday, March
two Division II teams in a row, it second half. They played with a lot 14 from 2-4. Interested teams may
was hoped that the, Anchormen of spunk during the final twenty register at Whipple Gym before
could continue this win streak, but minutes and matched Quinnipiac's March 9. Teams can consist of
it was not to be as RIC lost 65-59. 37 second half points, but some student groups, faculty and staff,
However, before the game, there
excellent shooting by the Braves- departments, or any other campus
was a ten-minute tribute before the took the game away from them. organization. We are looking for
game during which the three
RIC missed on a few scoring op- teams
from Weber, Thorp,
senior team members, Eric Fuller,. portunities,
but nevertheless,
Browne, and Willard. Teams are
Frank Hopkins and Ed Kassar,
turned in a gooq performance.
made up of three men and three
were saluted in their last home
Eric Fuller played his heart out women.
for
RIC
game.
in his last appearance at
The
players
were
Walsh Center. He turned in 22
congratulated by their teammates,
Sunday Basketball
points in all, went 4-for-5 at the
Results:
coaches and fans and were
free-throw line and snatched ten T's T Bone 43
• Monotones 41
presented
with photographs
*(Double Overtime)
rebounds. Skip LaSane added 14
highlighting
their basketball
careers at RIC. Then the trio and points and seven rebounds. Chris
the rest of the team went out and Ward handed off six assists, and
played an aggressive game on the finished out the season with a
record 170 assists, surpassing his
court at Walsh Center.
Quinnipiac blasted off and own 161 mark set in 1977-78.
scored the first eight points of the
Coach Possinger was "very
game, while RIC preferred to keep pleased" with the team's overall
their offensive game at a slow performance and is looking for
tempo.
ward to the Division II playoffs and
Their shots just didn't want to go a chance to prove that they can do
in. RIC got their act together, it all.

l

and Recreation

Celtics 53
Angles58
Plague34
Freshmen65

Outlaws28
Raths25
Artist37
Quazar29

On Thursday, l''ebruary 22,
Intramural Floor Hockey League
held its second set of games. In the
first match of the night between
High Noon and the Chiefs, High
Noon pulled a 3-1 victory.
Wasteland won the second game
4-1over the Rangers. The Rangers
have lost their captain, Ed
Belanger, for the season due to a
broken collarbone. One Way Street
had a 3-0 shutout over the Sleezers

1

in the third game. The fourth game
between the Barons and TTT ended
in the season's first tie: 1-1. The
Balls beat the Rats 3-1 in the last
game of the evening.
Division I
Ba·lls
4pts ..
High Noon
2pts.
Rangers
2pts.
Wasteland
2pts.
Chiefs
Opts.
Division II

One Way Street
Sleezers
Rats
B31rons
TTT

4 pts.
2pts.
2pts.
1 pt.
1 pt.

Chris Ward gets two of his seventeen points in last Sunday's game against Lyndon State won by RIC.
Anchor/ Joanne Neary

RIC Wrestlers
Place in NE's
By Pete Bottella
Anchor Sports Writer

The RIC Wrestling team placed
fifth in the New England Championship during the weekend of
February 23-24. The event was a
two day qualifying affair for the
Nationals in California. The top
two finishers in each weight class
claimed a trophy and a free ride to
the Division III Nationals. Among
those qualifying were three RIC
Juniors, Jim Soares, wrestling at
134 pounds, Jim Scanlon at 167
pounds and Chris Chaddock at 142

pounds. Each of these three were
second place finishers.
Other place finishers were
recorded by 118 pound Freshman
Pete Bottella who took a third;
Senior Captain Chris Tribelli at 126
who placed fourth; and Junior Don
McArthur at 158who came in sixth.
RIC placed six of the nine
wrestlers
entered.
Mickey
Schneiderhan, Dennis Maroney,
and Jim Rooney, although not
placing, did score impressively to
give RIC a total of 78½ points and
fifth place.

Athlete

of the Week
This week's Anchor Athlete of
the Week is Larry Harmon. Larry,
only a freshman, has performed
beyond expectation since being
shoved into the starting center job
after the Bryant game.

1-

while playing for a school that has
traditionally had a losing team. He
averaged over twenty points a
game.

So far this year, Larry has been
averaging five points a game, but
Last week in the game against this is deceiving, since he was
Lyndon State for the NESCAC averaged only two or three
championship, Larry scored a minutes a game in playing time.
career high 17 points and had 10
Coach Possinger had nothing but
rebounds, to help RIC win the
praise for Larry and added that he
championship.
will have to continue his superb
A'$a high schooler, Larry made play in order for RIC to do well in
the RI second team all-state team, the NCAA tournament.
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RIC Students for Life

SENIORS: NOW
l

Is the time to submit names of
faculty

invite you to a

and staff that you want

to speak at Convocation.

Coffee hour

Also

Topic: Women's Right and

seniors who submit a speech to

Informed Consent As It
the Class of '79 will be allowed

. Relates -to Abortion
to speak at Convocation.

All are

due March 16, 1979.

Guest Speaker: Anne Sullivan

Please submit

Wed., March 14

all names and speeches to the

2-4 p.m.

Class of '79 mailbox

Student Union Ballroom

in the S.U.

YEARBOOK
SUBSCRIPTION
The Rhode Island College Yearbook is opening Subscriptions!
To order your yearbook please fill out the order form below. Make sure you
lisi your permanent address, where the yearbook can be mailed to you in mid
or late October. Order EARLY - there are· only 500 books - so first come first
served. Bring your order form to the lnformati~n Desk, 2nd floor of the
Student Union.
.....TO: ALL RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS

j

r-------------------------------Name ____________

_

Permanent
Address ____________

Zip ______

Announcing the 1979 Exodus
celebrating the 125th Anniversarrof
R:1.c.

_

Phone#

(

),____

Number of
Books

_

Total Pdce

x$8.50 =
1

YEARBOOK
FEATURES INCLUDE:
32 color pages
-12 page color opening
-12 color pages in the sports section
-8 page color in graduation
events
extensive copy
OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST:
*Onl.y
500 books. Supply
will increase
warrant.

Cash □ Check □

* Fall Delivery

please specify

*cost

1

I

l.

If paying
Check#

by check,
_____

below:

Bank# _____

_

•---------------------------------

ONLY $8.50 each.

* 224 page yearbook

if

demands

T~tor
In English and Math, in Providence, Job
# 388.

f~ss
Ulassiris~
lost & found
for sole D

D

Restaurant Work
Waitress, in Johnston,

Waiters,

Job

It 375.
Job

Bar Person, in Providence,

wonted D
personal □

Bread

Job

Providence,

in

Service,

# 394.

It 393.

_,

in Providence, Job

Cafeteria Attendant,
# 397.
Storeroom
Job It 396.

It 395.

Job

Hostess, in Providence,

Attendant,

in

Providence,

Instructors
. In D~nce, Photography, Swimming
>n Barrington YMCA, Job It 363.

etc.,

Service Agent
In Warwick,

Job.

II 392.

__ n_o_t_ic_e_s_~)
) (,__
_l_e
__
( ____f_o_r_s_a

Student Aide
In Providence, $2.90/hr.,

'76 Ford E-100 van, 6 cylinder, standcrd,
AM radio. Good condition, best offer over
$3000. Call 826-1673.
Lafayette amp., model LA 90, tube type,
125 watts per channel monaural or stereo
function. After 5 call Dennis, 274-7856.
cut 16", oak and maple.
Firewood
Seasoned over one year, $60 cord. 2312909 after 4:30 or 722-9826 anytime.

The Rathskellar will close March 16th at
6 p.m. and reopens Sunday, March 25th at
p.m.
7
Typing Service: experienced secretary,
reasonable priced. Toni: 942-6583 after
5:30.
(

Student.

""·-------------'·

Buy now at a lower price! '73 Blazer,
4x4, wide 11" tires and rims, 52,000 miles,
light blue and white. Asking $3,895, retails
$4,495. Call Paul at (401 I 831-2623 eves.
and weekends. Must sell.

Student Employment
Job Listings.

'78 Datsun. B210 GX, 5 speed manual,
radial tires, AM-FM, gauge package, clock,
10,000 miles,
defogger,
rear window
brown, EPA 43 MPG, excellent condition.
Asking $3,995, retails $4,500. Call Paul,
831-2623 eves. and weekends.

)

help wanted
Office

Part-time

OFF-CAMPUS
Child Care
In East Providence, Job
Job

In Providence,

# 387.

# 365.

wanted

# 352.

Trainee

Investigative

A.I. area, $4.00/hr., Job

In Providence,
It 385.

ON-CAMPUS
Clerical Work
In Conferences, $2.90/hr.,
For more information,
8032.

)

To My Nephew: Your good 1, Jks
reflection of your mother's beauty.
wish she wasn't so over-protective.
turning you into a mamma's boy!
your Auntie.

are a
But I
She's
Love,

To Karen: When you fall for a guy, you
don't have to literally "fall for him." It's so
Love, Norma and
tacky to be "picked-up"I
Jan.
Hi Mom and Jerry! Bet you never
thought you'd see your names in the
Anchor! See you soon, and Jane will too.
We'll probably come up Friday, March 16
to be there for St. Patty's Dav, no one
knows why. Love, " .... -Est"
Hang in there,
Dear C.L. Dropout:
they're not worth itl Fight for your cause
by speaking in black and white and not
yelling at the wrong people. A sharer in
your belief.
To Roger: Come get me - I'm lonely I'm blind in one eve. All the kids mistreated
me. The mechanics have cold hands.
Cushman.
To Paula M.: Owning a V.W.
never having to say your driving.

means

Michael: How about the Serina Pass on
the Switzerland Border? Cynthia.
Job

It 391.

drop in or call

To Boo-Boo: Glad your speech is over. I
knew it would go welll Love, Ooob, Ooob.
5A-3: Put a "love a Nurse" sticker on
your car instead of posters in Donovan.

( lost & found)

The Kilt Man: You have a fan, Dan. I
love you! Boo-Boa's nee-Nee.

FOUND: 1 Timex watch found in back of
Weber parking lot. Call Gail: 456-8321.

Admiral Inn Keeper: I heard they're
having a special on spaghetti and meatballs. Proper dress required. Partners in
Crime.

Myron

linguin:

Shave much?

jobs for
Pepe: Done any plumbing
dancing bear lately? Walk to Florida much?

Experiments
<Continued from Page 3)

Island Department of Education
when the programs have begun.
The grant also provides funds to
make other school districts aware
of progress so that ten additional
districts can be ready by year's
in future
end to participate
experiments.
The Department of Education
will write a statewide case study
explaining the experiences of the
first eight pilot schools. This report
will be made available to other
districts in an effort to share this
on a
approach
school-based
statewide basis.
The Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation is a $400 million
private foundation that awards
more than 350 grants each year for
self-improvement
community
programs in education, citizen
and community
involvement
leadership and development.
Previously, the Department of
a Mott
received
Education
Foundation grant of $49,000 to
encourage the use of volunteers in
the schools.

''11 HOUR''

Pioneer receiver, 50 watts, $75. Pioneer
amp, 75 watts, $250. Call Roy at 456-8318.

(

Job.

(

t,ersonal

)

Human Sexual Awareness

A ride or carpool to AIC from the East
Side. Classes at 8 a.m. Mon., Wed., Fri.; 9
a.m. Tues., Thurs. Call Shosh at 331-1469.

An Encounter

Experience

(March 31, 1979)
-:Min'
v

StayPlan
SKI PASS &
LODGING

$18

The program will make µse of films, slides, music, lecture, presentations and
small group discussion for its format. Some of the topics that will be dealt with:
Sexuality and Sensuality; Sexual Response; Heterosexuality· and Homosexuality;
Sexual Fantasies and MORE!!!
Masturbation;

95 g:~.pde~s~~d'9r
tax. Note: Not
effective Dec. 26 •
Jan. 1, 1979 and
Feb. 16-25, 1979
plan inA special midweek
cluding an ALL-DAY SKI PASS
overnight
TO GUNSTOCK,
lodging and use of all Margate
Enjoy our 2 resfacilities.
taurants and night club with
,ndoor
Heated
bands.
top
pool, whirlpool and sauna. Ski
any day Monday through Friday, lodging any day Sunday
through Thursday.
WRITE FOR
FREE COLOR BROCHURE

margate
Rt. 3, Laconia, NH
Tel: 1-800-258-0304

Applications
For further

information

accepted no later than March 9, 1979
contact either Kathy Sibole or Ralph Detri at 456-8159.

Sponsored by Sex Information & Referral Service

KAPPA DELTA PHI, INC.
NATIONAL FRATERNITY

BOWLING
GREEN
TAVERN
presents

D.J. Sullivan
Nite
EveryThursday
Bowli-ngGreenTavern
9 SpectacleSt.
Cranston,R.I.

invites all interested in PLEDGING to a

COFFEE.HOUR,
Wedt1esday, March 7,
from 2-4 p.m.,

Rm. 306, in the Student Union
Also, later that same evening, a party, from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
Student Union Chambers for the truly interested men ...

Mountaineering #5.

:·Jess serious business. If you are
__
• going to down the mountains,
•• rather than vice versa, you must
:"beconfident of your standing.
Between the head. and the feet
•. lies the area known to pros as "the
body.' Mountaineering
~IP===·~
bodywear is usually based;
on personal preference.
However, keep a keen
eye out for one common
criterion.. Your clothes . .
should be comfortable and :
flexible, allowing for open
movement, specifically in the
vicinity of the arms. A free
and responsive arm is a
.,
• \ mountaineer's best friend.
Certain accessories, of
. •
. • . \ course, complement and complete the regulation
\
-~ect
garb. Expedition flags
look
to mark your territory

:·-you,a faithful follower of this • • •
::space, have been a moun. taineer for some time nowQ.,_~,,_,,..__,,,
-·You've studied the funda-:-mentals, selected your
rat
: gear and experimented
with methodorogy. In short,
• you are nobody's fool. None. theless, you also know a little
• knowledge is a dangerous thing. • •
So you want to learn more.
-Smart thinking.
First, you must realize that
once the basi-cs of mountaineering
are mastered, it is only nuance
which distinguishes the true
artists from the merely ad.equate.
Therefore, attention to detail,
especially in matters of clothing,
is vital.
Always protect the head.
according to seasonal fluctua• tions. In winter, a warm hat .
is mandatory (The head, after
all, is the chimney of the
body. Avoid cerebral heat loss :-.•
it diminishes your sycho• pbysio abilities.)
• In summertime,
a sun visor or a
billed cap will
guarantee crucial
visibility among
the craggy peaks.
Pay particular
·Instructions:
. regard to your foot- Insert contents of Fig. A
into Fig.~- Flex Fig. C 120~ _
should
Shoes
_· gear.
transferring contents to . •
tabl
d
,T>rTir
,
.
e. Fig. D. Swallow.
. be St '\..LL'-V an S
A secure footing is
. of utmost importance. Without it,
-you're asking for trouble. Point
·_of order: while mountaineering is
_pursued for fun, it is neverthe1

..,...

.......... ,'-!I

I

places,

in public

con-

necting ropes for those :
who prefer the security
of mountaineering in
tandem and back., .. ·
• '· •.·• • •~ packs filled with
beer nuts, mugs,
.
'-..;
•. bottle openers
:.
and other para...
phanalra.. Beyond
. thesestandards,
-wardrobe styles
range from the rustic
to the refined-And
well they might, for
mountaineers are a
rugged and individual .•
--lot,joined only by a
. common taste for
excellence.
Occupied

Footpads
insure

. oo!ry
...
.,::·...::-

.

.• .•

0

-

Dorrt just reach for a beer.

._ -

-

..;::~

·,·•

1

-:~'.~
~,-~·:;_.:
·.;...·
-;;;;-i:;.:~~-·w·.I;;.:._···
.;;.~
~:..;,
.S.:,~~~~~:::;~·-:::··._._:i!:~i,'.:~~t;.:.i,'

BUSCH~ad.
for the mountaiDS-

IC)Anheuser-Busch. Inc.

St. Louis. Mo.

RHOOEISLAND COLLEGE

STUDENT COMMUNITYGOVERNMENT
ELECTIONS COMMISSION
ay,

electionswill be Mond
n filing periodfor the 1979-80StudentParliament
Thenominatioand
March12ththroughFriday,April 13th.

in StudentUnion200 between10 a.m.and3 p.m.
wm be available
andinformation
Peti.tions
f

.

i

on the abovedates.
Run-offelectionswill be April 25th if necessary.
for:
seatslistedbelowas well as representatives
will be heldfor the acad~~~c
Elections
-

.

students:One(1) seat.
Non-matriculating
Performance- matriculatingstudents:One(1) seat.

; '(1) seatper hall.
halls:Four(4) seatso_ne
Residence
students:Two(2) seats.
Graduate
. -

APPORTIONMENT COMMISSION
edinto the foll,owing
ts
d discipline,anddepartmengroup
seatshavebeenapportioneby
Academic
constituencies:
Four(4) seats~
1: Humanities:
Constituency
Six(6) seats.
an~Scjences;,
2: Mathematics,
Constituency
c~:Six(6) seats.• ~
l
3: So~iaScie~
_,.. Co,.~Jituency

,;

r

f

,

•

: (4) seats.
4: yEducationFour
~-~Constituenc
5: At large:Five(5) seats.
Constituency
in a
by studentshavinga major,minor,or concentration
seatsmaybe contested
Academic
department.
f"'

ELECTIONS COMMISSION
LisaCorsetti,Chairperson

DailyT.V.is
outside
posted
TheVideoOen
in the
Union.
Student

RIC
PROGRAMMING·
MAR.7

/

Wednesday
_
Night
~-Series

Zonl{arai

specials this
week are
Historyof the BEATLES
and

MuhammedAli:
Brain,Skill and Guts

shown dail~
1-lpm

march 11

S'tart the Weekend Off Right

T.G.I.F

2 p.m.-5 p.m.

in Rath MAR. 9
HAPPY---HOUR PRICES

Band

Dixieland

•

featuring

-jelly

1011

SUN. FILM SERIES •
brings you

8-1 a.m. in
RIC Rathskellar

m
~ •i1
biRlb
I ~ ~u
Rizz&WildTurkey

don't miss it!
april 14
)

I

/It)'

spring RIC-end
soon to come ...

fl

7:30& 9:30shows

Auditorium
Gaige

